$ 1.00
Second Class
Biddeford, M aine
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Roscoe Almahurst teamed by the veteran Dick Kent continues to annex wins in the weekly feature pace at Foxboro Raceway.

ROSCOE ALMAHURST "SHAMROCK W INNER" AT FOXBORO
The Ha Ha Stable of Brockton, MA had
the last laugh on Sunday, March 16 when
Roscoe Almahurst won the $10,000
Shamrock Invitational Pace at Foxboro
Raceway.
The classy field included Mister
Hanover N, a Meadowlands ship-in with
trainer-driver Jim Doherty on hand, as
well as Governor Charles with Bert
Beckwith.
V Speedy fractions of :28.3, :58.3 and
1:28.1 were cut along the way as
S tabilizer (Kim Irelan d ,) M ister
Hanover N and Ruckus (Tom Valine)

by Carl Metcalf
took turns on the front end over the fast duel mat developed, as Kent picked off
track. As the 6-5 favorite, Doherty Mister Hanover N, and Ruckus to win
guided Mister Hanover N to the top while oing away by a length and a half,
the field moved in front of the stands
oscoe Almahurst paid $10 .20 , 5.20 and
before the half, but soon yielded to 3.60. Stamford got up for place, returning
Ruckus who was first over rounding the $4.80 and 3.80, while Cobbler came from
Clubhouse turn. Off the far turn Roscoe fifth at the top of the lane to salvage
Almahurst was more than ready for his third, paying $7,80 to show. Both Mister
first win of the season. Veteran re- Hanover N and Ruckus were badly
insman Dick Kent went to the whip to beaten down the stretch and finished out
urge on his five year old High Ideal - of the money.
Queen Wave gelding. Apparently a four
The 1:58.1 mile was the fastest of the
race engagement at the Meadowlands Foxboro meet so far, and the handle of
had prepared “ Roscoe” for the stretch $324,010 is the high for the year to date.

The next added-money contest at Fox
boro will be staged on April 20th, when
the $10,000 Minutemen Pace will take
place, followed in May by the $25,000
Bucky Day Memorial on the 25th during
the holiday weekend.
Kim Ireland engineered a wire-towire, score with In The Bag, on Sunday
March 16th who collected his fifth
straight victory. Recently claimed and
moved up from $2,500 to $4,000 ranks, the
five year old Abercrombie gelding made
it 5 for 9 in 1986 with the 2:02.4 effort
over Tommy Gun (Joe Antonelli )

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
April 4 — The Robin Finale — Late Closer at Lewiston Raceway.
April 6 — Garden State Sale — The Meadowlands

April 15 — New Hampshire yearling, two and three year old payments.

April 9 — The Oriole (first leg) Late Closer at Lewiston Raceway.

April 18 — The Cardinal (first leg) Late Closer Lewiston Raceway.

April 10 — Vernon Downs opens for the 34th consecutive harness season.
April 12 — Old Glory Sale — Yonkers Raceway, Yonkers N.Y.

April 20 — $10,000. A/linuteman Pace — Invitational at Foxboro Raceway.
April 20 — Celebrity Challenge — Media Race at Lewiston Raceway.

April 13 — U.S.H.W.A. Annual Awards Program at Cherry Hill, N.J.

April 23 — The Oriole Final — Late Closer at Lewiston Raceway.

April 13 — Four Year Old Invitational Pace $6,500. Lewiston Raceway.

April 25 — The Cardinal (second leg) Late Closer at Lewiston Raceway.

April 15 — Mass Sire Stakes — three year old sustaining payment of $200.

April 16 — The Oriole (second leg) Late Closer — Lewiston Raceway.

April 27 — All-Star Driver Challenge at Foxboro Raceway,
-----------------------------------------------— Check Your Address Lc el For Renewal Date--------- --------------- r m ----------------------------------
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Wanted:

Unwanted Standardbreds

The Trotting Stallion

REBEL ROY
(AYRES 1:56.4-MISS SARAH RODNEY 2:04.2-2:06.3)
Who Was Injured In Training
Will Stand The 1986 Season At

ZEKE BARRETT’S FARM
Hillsboro, N.H.
For A Fee Of $300. Live Foal.
Call: 603-464-3532 Anytime.

Robyn Cuffey warms up Butler's Intruder for a Standarbred Show class.

One of the purposes of the Standard
bred Pleasure Organization is to create
a market for Standardbreds outside the
Notice!
racing community. There are many that
CORRECTION! The trotting stallion, REBEL ROY eligible to the New aren’t going to make it on the track for
reason or another but would make
England Sulky Championships stands in New Hampshire not Vermont one
fine pleasure horses if “we” could get
as previously posted.
past the stigma that some people have
about Standardbreds (they seem to think
that these horses couldn’t possibly func
tion like a “normal” horse, especially
Advertise In N ew England’s
A call was put out recently in
Foremost Standardbred Periodical pacers.)
a New England horse publication by a
member of S.P.O. for people owning
horses with tatooes to send in the
numbers for identification as Standard
breds or Thoroughbreds. Of all the
Tel. 207-282-9295
people who responded 90% of their
Personal Service To:
norses turned out to be Standardbreds.
Sales Companies
Stallion Owners
Farriers
Many of these people had purchased
Auto & Truck D ealers
Racing Stables
Feed Com panies
these horses thinking they were
Industry Organizations
Breeding Farms
Equipment Dealers
Thoroughbreds and were surprised to
Race Tracks
fin£ out that their hunters, jumpers, or
whatevers were Standardbreds instead.
The Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean
As more and more horses are ident
B. Emerson of R.R. 4 Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Maine. Second class postage paid
Biddeford, Maine USPS 747-590. Postmaster send address changes to Northeast
Harness News RFD #3, Box 359, Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072.

Be Wise....

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS

ified, people are realizing the versatility
of these horses and are beginning to ask
about them. These horses are competing
in jumping, western games, driving
competitions, competitive trail riding,
open pleasure classes as well as
dressage and holding their own with
other pleasure breeds. (There is a horse
in New Jersey that is racing as well as
being shown as a pleasure horse).
What we are asking you folks in the
racing community is to tell us when you
have horses available. This can mean old
campaigners that seem destined for the
killers, right down to young stock not
even raced. What many of these horses
need is time and we have people just
waiting to give them the time.
Please contact me if you know of any
of these horses. Let us give them a
chance.
Robyn Cuffey
R.F.D. 3, Box 393
Gorham, Maine 04038
(207-929-6562)

Foals Of The Month
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Change Of Address Form
Your Name: _________________________________________Date:
Old Address:______________________________________________
City: _____________________________ State:_____________Zip: _
New Address: ________________ ____________________________
City: ______ ________ ______________ State:_____________ Zip:
Please check your mailing label for correct address and expiration of subscription.
Please notify of a change immediately, second class mail is not forwarded.
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.

!
j

t

It’s Subscription Time.... j
Don’t Miss A Single Issue! j

SIRE
Miels End Steve
Persuadable

DAM
Lula Hanover
Miss Elaine T.

SEX

Rebel Bret
Charo’s Skipper
Best Jeffrey
Witsend Tribute
Charo’s Skipper
Best Jeffrey
Charo’s Skipper

White Oasis
Luxury Hanover
Surfside Miss
Turner’s Queen
Smoocher
Fly Fly Caprice
First Dubs

c.
f.
c.
f.
f.
c.
f.

Best Jeffrey
Witsend Tribune
Charo’s Skipper
Best Jeffrey
T.N.T.’s Bambino
Best Jeffrey
Rebel Bret

Pretty Plumber
Charro’s Holly
Little Kathy Byrd
Sassy Coral
Dell Bells
Golden Allison
Sonnet Marcia

f.
f.
c.
f.
c.
c.
c.

c.
f.

OWNER
Classic Farm
E Thoren &
P. Constantiono
J. Emerson
Young Meadow
Lavish Acres
C. Kelley
C. Maurer
Tom Harris
Young Meadow
Farm
J. Clements
A. Nason
E. Houle
G. Ponziani
J. DiStephano
R. Robertson
Dupuis Farm

jNORJHEASTHARNESS NEWSj

For those interested in th e Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficien cy
w ill be accepted im m ediately on a once yearly basis.
Make Checks Payable To: N ortheast H arness N ew s

I initial subscriptions and renew als
I Save Over Single Copy Issue!

J
J

$10.00 per year
I New_________ R e n e w _________ Print M ailing Address

I

.I

CHECK NUMBER:-------------- \

I NAME:_______________________________ CHECK DATE: _____________ _ _ j
I ADDRESS:__________ _________________________________________________1
I
ZIP:

—

--------------------------------------------------------------i
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, BoomJEW. r_Sa<tt,_Me._04072__________|

A handsome Maine eligible stud colt by Best Jeffrey out
of Fly Fly Caprice who is owned by Tom Harris.
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Lavish Acres
1986 Stallions In Service

WITSEND TRIBUTE
Sire:

SPEED Y

CROWN

2,2:01.2; 3,1:57.1

($545,495) World champion winner of Hambletonian and
International Trot
(Sire of 119 Trotters in 2:00 and dams of 24 in 2:00)
S P EED Y CROWN stands at Lana Lobell of N .Y . for a stud
fee of $50,000.

BEST JEFFREY

BEST JEFFREY
p2,2:00,3 f,l:5 9 ;4 ,1:5 7.4 m ($190,000 ■)
Sire: BEST O F A LL

2 ,l:5 7 .4 m ;3 ,1 :5 7 .4 ,1:56.2m
($548,000). Sired 143 Pacers In 2:00 Through 1984

Dam: SHADYDALE FRISKY by AIRLINER
(Sired 75 Pacers In 2:00 And Dams of 119 In 2:00)
WITSEND'S TRIBUTE

Dam: BURGER Q U EEN by LIN D Y ’S PRIDE
2 ,2 :0 0 .1,3 ,1:5 7.3 ($396,209.00) Triple Crown winner of
Hambletonian, Kentucky Futurity, Yonkers Futurity,
Dexter Cup, Colonial, etc. BURGER Q U E E N has already
produced B U RG O M ESTER: 2 ,2 :0 5 .4;3 ,1:56.3 ($ 4 3 5 ,4 11).
Winner of Hambletonian and multiple stakes winner;
B RO SE, 2 :0 1.3 ; etc. W ITSEND ’S TR IB U TE is by a world
champion Hambletonian winner out of a dam who was
sired by a Triple Crown winner and who has already
produced a Hambletonian winner a one-half brother in
blood.

Waltz On Jeff

This two year old full brother to Best Waltz is presently in
training at Pinehurst, N.C. with Paul Battis. Best Jeffrery’ s stud
fee remains at $500. for 1986, so book today for results in
the Stakes programs.

LAVISH ACRES also welcomes for 1986

MOST HAPPY

R O D p 3. 1 5 6 .4

( Ricci Reenies Best - Sweet Rum)
Scarborough two year old track record-holder. S tanding his firs t
season at Stud tor a fee of s500.

.

WITSEND TRIBUTE will stand for s500. in 1986. He bred the
most trotting mares in Maine in 1985. His breeding is very
similar to the world champion, Prakas. 3 ,1:5 3 .2 $1,610,608.

For Booking Contracts Call Frank Withee,
Farm Manager 1-946-5388
Or Basil L. Kellis, Owner At 1-324-2841

LAVISH ACRES
Greene, Maine
Foals Eligible To Maine Stakes And New England Sulky Championship
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TRUSTY DREAM...........Breeds Success
From only 13 foals of racing age, incredibly all 13 have m ade it to the races as 2 or 3 year olds.
While producing 10 w inners, 4 of w hich have taken sub-two m inute records on a half m ile
track:
performers
earnings over
TRUSTY
TRUSTY
TRUSTY
TRUSTY

TOUGH GUY
BLAZE
STAR
WISE G U Y

b,c,2,2:00.4h,
b,c,2,2:04.1h,
b,c,2,2:05.3f,
b,c,2,2:01.3h,

2,2:001, 3,l:59.1h
3,l:59h
3,l:59h, 4,l:58.2h, 4,1:57.2
3,l:58.3h

$227,000.
$213,000.
$92,000.
$60,000.

The Leading Percentage Sires Of 1985
(Sires of 15 or more registered foals)
Below are two of the categories of percentage leaders published by the USTA for 1985. 1986 stud fees
have been added to make an interesting comparison to the popular Maine stallion TRUSTY DREAM.
Because of Trusty Dream’s limited early crop, he does not have enough foals for any given year to
qualify for an official listing. However, if you take all of Trusty Dream’s foals as 2 and 3 yr. olds, some
interesting comparisons can be made.

2:00 3-Yr. Pacers

2:10 2-Yr. Pacers
STUD FEE
10,000
75,000
30,000
5,000
40,000
15,000
20,000
3,500
10,000
30,000

STALLION
ABERCROMBIE
ALBATROSS
TYLER B
SILENT MAJORITY
SONSAM
STRIKE OUT
BIG TOWNER
BRUCE GIMBLE
B.G’S BUNNY
BRET HANOVER

FOALS
74
116
96
88
88
33
67
53
147
115

PERF
34
51
41
36
35
13
24
. 19
50
39

PCT
.459
.440
.427
.409
.398
.394
.358
.358
.340
.339

STUD FEE
40,000
10,000
75,000
30,000
40,000
10,000
40,000
20,000
7,000
40,000

STALLION
NIATROSS
ABERCROMBIE
ALBATROSS
TYLER B
SONSAM
NERO
MOST HAPPY FELLA
BIG TOWNER
DIRECT SCOOTER
MEADOW SKIPPER

FOALS
148
89
137
140
79
129
99
49
83
92

PERF
53
28
43
43
23
37
28
13
21
23

PCT
.358
.315
.314
.307
.291
.287
.283
.265
.253
.250

TRUSTY DREAM
Update....
TRUSTY DREAM’S Lifetime 2:10 2 yr. old Pacers
Foals
Perf.
Pet.
13
6
.461

TRUSTY DREAM’S Lifetime 2:00 3 yr. old Pacers
Foals
Perf.
Pet.
10
4
.400

1986 Stud Fee $1500
When one views this limited comparison, it is even more incredible when you consider thre^ additional factors:
1. ) The quality of the broodmares bred by the stallions in the official list, compared to those bred earlier
by Trusty Dream.
2. ) The size and speed of the racetracks where performers from the official list took their marks in
comparison to all (100%) of Trusty Dream’s performers’ marks coming on half mlie tracks.
3. ) The Stud Fees of the stallions on the official list compared to Trusty Dream’s.

In addition, from just 11 foals eligible to race in the Maine Sire Stakes all 11 made it to the stakes. TRUSTY DREAM
offspring have had a profound influence since the inception of the Sire Stakes, Trusty’s foals have accounted for:
1) The 10 fastest mlies paced in the stakes program.
2) All four 2:00 mlies in the Maine Stakes.
3) The four fastest horses produced in the Stakes program.

For The Best Percentage Buy In Breeding Today,
Breed To Maine’s Premier Colt Producer TRUSTY DREAM.
All foals from 1986 breedings to TRUSTY DREAM will be eligible to be nominated to the Maine Stakes,
The New England Sulky Championship and the new lucrative Royal Stallion Stakes.

For Bookings Contact Ernie Mlles
PO Box 15
l ..
., Pittsfield, ME .04976....,

TRUSTY DREAM
Standing At
SOMERSET STANDARDBRED STABLES
Rt. 100, Pittsfield, Maine ,
—

Tel: 207-487-5810 Daily
207-487-2815
After 5 P.M.
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Lewiston A Record-Breaker

HORSE
SIRE-DAM
LIBS JATO
(Scotch Banker-Miles End Dot)
Ronnie Pate, Ephrata, Pa.
SUNNY AUGUST
(Tatnic Charlie-Southern Maine)
Vernon Hanscom, Kennebunkport, Me.
BRAVOS DREAM
(Bravo Bret-Southern Maine)
Marilyn Hafford, Lewiston, Me.
BREEZY CANDU
(Armbro Ranger-Columbus Freight)
Merle Mosher, Smithfield, Me.
MILLNICKS PRIDE
(Most Happy Fella-Hasty Bid)
Richard Loubier, Saco, Me.
DOUGLAS HANOVER
(Best Of All-Double Jewell)
Ronnie Pate, Ephrata, Pa.
GRADY C
(Romalong-Range Time)
Ronnie Pate, Ephrata, Pa.
S F SERPENTINE
(Armbro Skipper-JS Lilly)
Merele Mosher, Smithfield, Me.
MYRANDAS FURY
(Rambling Fury-Myrna Heels)
Russ Lanpher, Orland, Me.
SILKY SASSIE
(Kermy Hanover-Sassy Sissee Creed)
Brian Lamb, Lisbon Center, Me.
GOLDEN LUCY
(Keystone Pebble-Miss Golden Nite)
Don Richards, Yarmouth, Me.
AMERICAN LANCER
(Baron Lancer-Farmstead Bonnie)
Carl Smith, Thomaston, Me.
MARCHING BAND
(Bandolier-March Along)
Carl Smith, Thomaston, Me.
CHIMA CHANGA
(Albatross-Mexicala Hanover)
Germain Binette. Biddeford, Me.
CELESTRAL ESCORT
(Escort-Flight Attendant)
Walter Case Sr., Lewiston, Me.
REGAL CROWN
(Linys Crown-Sister Regal)
W. R. Clemons, Brunswick, Me.
LARRYLAND DAYTIME (Happy Motoring-Armbro Whimsey)
Germain Binette, Biddeford, Me.
SP’K’R’ OF THE HOUSE (Bret Hanover-Speak Softley)
E.J. Morgan, Greene, Me.
CUTE SAMPLE
(Sample Fella-Scots Cutie)
Richard Dedry, Lisbon, Me.
FINAL SAY
(Final Score-Dotaretta)
Yale Ashe Me
L G SKIPPER
(Scarlet Skipper-Lyssa G)
Carlton Chamberlin, Springvale, Me.
ADAMANT JAMES
(A DS Alvin-Mrs. Robinson)
Robert Lessard, Sanford, Me.
DOUBLE ENTRY
(Adios Paige-Pinehaven Empress)
Leslie Clary, Augusta, Me.
MY TUFF BRET
(My Lucky Byrd-Pretzels Fault)
Ronnie Pate, Ephrata, Penn.
F M MEADOW BYk D
(Meadowruss-Regina Anns Byrd)$240
Linda Tuttle, New Portland, Me.
LADY ADOUR
(Adour-Hasty Virginia)
Ronnie Pate, Ephrata, Pa.
AVS SING SONG
(Song Man-Happy Barbara)
Merle Mosher, Smithfield, Me.
KWIK TROT
(Uncle Sam-Fairy Tale)
Mitch Gallant, Bangor, Me.
CARYSBROOK BUBA
(Nero-Bunnys Champ)$700
Linda Tuttle, New Portland, Me.
GEORGIE RIDGECREST (Joans Hanover-J M Majestic)
George Chamberlin, Springvale, Me.
(Horses not listed were out)

PRICE

$410
$350

$190
$180
$420
$180
$260
$260
$500
$775
$1675

It’s been a strange winter. Deep into
March, ski resorts continue to advertise
excellent conditions; conversely, cold,
snowy, windy, rainy, icy, nights have
plagued Lewiston Raceway. Travel conditions have been uncertain and the
actual track condition has ranged from
pea soup to cement.
But despite the adverse conditions
Lewiston Raceway continues on course
to break 1985’s record mutuel figures. In
the last five days, including the holiday
St. Patrick’s Day card, the track handled
more than $650,000. The track has sueceeded on the strength of its racing.
Cards developed by race secretary Jim
Flanagan have routinely resulted in
blanket finishes. “I t’s the best racing
I’ve ever seen” , said track announcer
Ernie Cobb. Indeed the results seem to
back Cobb. Saturday, M arch 2 2 ,
produced eleven different winning drivers. With ten or more top drivers
contesting every race, diversification
has been the pattern of the meet. The
result is more contenders per race and
better payoffs at the windows.

Trotters have been led by Mitch
Gallant’s Fort McHenry a winner of both
late closers and top conditioned events,
The pacing features have most recently
been dominated by late closing winners
as well. Neither Escape By Day, owned
by Eddie Phillips and Walter Swiger, nor
Atomic Power, owned by Bob Sumner
and Harry Gresek have finished worse
than second in eleven combined local
starts. Crane Hill Italia with young
phenom Marc Mosher in the bike won the
top pacing event two weeks in succession.
The track’s biggest attraction of the
month was the record-breaking fifth
Annual North American Driving Championship when $228,000. was bet. Walter
Case Jr. was the top point winner in the
preliminaries, and Dude Goodblood won
the showdown mile,
The track will add Thursday night to
its schedule beginning April 10 and will
host a $6,500 4 year old Invitational on
April 13. The meet will close on May 3
with the $15,000 Leonard Pooler Memorial pace.

$475

$220
$3200
$1250
$1000
$3600
$1050
$260
$850
$750
$500
$250
$150

$130
$120
$450

Driver Champs (I. to r.) G.Mosher, F. Parker, B. Beckwith, T. Wing,
D. Richards, N. Dauplaise, W. Faucher, D. Pinkney, J. Doherty, W.
Parker Jr., R. Goodblood, W. Case Jr., L. Fitch & T. Harmer.

We h it an all tim e high for pari-m utuel handle and
attendance on D river Championship Day.
In appreciation we have planned an exciting racing schedule
for the month of April.
Beginning A pril 10th, Thursdays w ill be added for a five day
a week Spring program , giving horsemen am ple opportunity
to race their stock. We're off and racing and you can b et

on it!

LEWISTON RACEWAY

$190

— Special Events —

KINGSTON DERBY TRAILER
• Four Horse • Tack Room Front • Heavy Duty Suspension
* ExceUent Condition. Replacement Cost >M 150 $10,500 Firm
Call: 207-642-277,1 (9 To 5) Or 207-642-3637 (After 7r00) —

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

. ...

4th
9th
13th
16th
18th
20th
23rd
25th

The Robin Final
The Oriole (first leg)
*6,500 invitational
The Oriole (second leg)
The Cardinal (first leg)
Celebrity Challenge
The Oriole Final
The Cardinal (second leg)

Thanks to One and All!

7:30
7:30
1:30
7:30
7:30
1:30
7:30
7:30

Post
Post
Post
Post
Post
Post
Post
Post
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FERNALD STOCK
FARM

M.S.B.O.A. News

On February 1, 1986 the annual winter
meeting of the M.S.B.O.A. was held at
Steckino’s in Lewiston, with Loring
Norton presiding.
The secretary and treasurer’s reports
were read and accepted. The balance on
hand is $2,862.42.
Marilyn Branagan reported on the
yearling sale. The sale featured 60
horses, with 25 yearlings, 25 broodmares
and 10 two year olds and others. The
P. 1 :57.1
total income was $6,845.19 with expenses
of $6,207.39 for a profit of $637.80.
(Nero - Alota Bret)
Scarboro Downs was very helpful plus
Joe Ricci donated a horse. Although the
Fee $1,000
catalogs did go out a little late the
Earnings over $200,000. Still racing in New York earned over $40,000 in 1985. committee was pleased with the success
Oldest foals-yearlings. This horse was a stakes winner and beat some of the best. oi the sale. Marilyn motioned for the sale
to be held as an annual event, Gerry
Smith second the motion. Motion
Passed.
Bob Gilman motioned that we send a
letter
of thanks to Joe Ricci, motion
(Trusty Dream - Flying Minnie K.)
second and passed.
Loring Norton would like to see all
Fee $750
stakes races, non-betting as well as
Earnings over $96,000. Has won 17 races under 2:00 in ’85. Won 7 under 2:00
betting charted. It was voted on and
in Maine in ’85. Has beaten the best in Maine. Excellent Stakes Campaigner.
passed by the membership that we
present this to the race commission.
Also voted and passed to be presented to
the commission was race non-betting
i:58
races in between regular except for two
year old trot.
(Meadow Skipper - Once Upon A Time)
Tony Aliberti mentioned that there
was
talk about the possibility of stakes
Fee $750
races being seeded at the fairs, but this
Earnings over $128,000. Young Stallion - first season in stud. Paced in 1:58 in ’85. is very hard to prove. Tom Webster said
the mechanics are in place to prevent
this but if the mechanics are not working
then a representative from the horsemen
p. 1 5 7
should be present at the draw to see that
it doesn’t happen. Loring suggested that
(Tarport Count - Persuasion)
a state steward be at every race draw.
Jean Ferland said it is possible that the
Fee $500
papers are being separated before the
Earnings over $250,040. Oldest foals - 2 yr olds. Excellent looking foals.
draw. It was agreed that the present
rules be enforced and that race sec
retaries comply with the rules or face
charges.
The Maritimes is interested in an
International
Stakes Race. Loring said
(Most Happy Fella - Edith Marion)
he spoke with Carl Webster ana that
Scarboro Downs would be interested in
Fee $750
running such a race. A speaker from the
Maritimes will address this after the
banquet.
Earnings over $240,000. Sired Maine Stakes winner ’85.
Under old business the lottery was
mentioned but as no one from that
committtee was present it was decided
that we wait on this until the new
commissioner has been appointed.
(Honest Story - H.A. Linda)
Again it was suggested that the $25.00
stallion registration fee be increased to
Fee $500
$100.00 to up grade our program and have
additional monies to promote the indus
Earnings over $95,000 Tough Maine Race Horse
First Crop in 1986 Paced better than 2:00 in ’85

Booking For 1986
EMPIRE LARRY

TRUSTY STARp. m m

IL

SUPERBOp.

PERSUADABLE

STEPHEN O. P. 158

THE ANDOVER STORY P. i:sw

try. After much discussion it was voted
and passed that the two following rule
changes be presented to the race com
mission.
1) Increase the stallion registration
fee from $25.00 to $100.00.
2) Increase the promotional contract
from $15,000 to $20,000.
It is extremely important that we
support these rule changes. We must be
willing to go to the hearing and support
both these issues.
A third rule change to make Maine
bred horses in the race program with an
“ M” next to their names to identify
them as such was also voted on and
passed.
Tony Aliberti reported that this was
the most successful year for the or
ganization, with many things being car
ried out. The yearling sale, My Bill
Forwood Raffle and the yearbook. The
yearbook could promote more money
with more time to work on it. This year
the book was put together in a few snort
weeks with the help of Tony, Gerry
Smith, Brooks Smith and Bert Fernald.
With more time and help we could
promote more money and we wouldn’t
nave to rely so much on the state, we
would have our own money to work with.
Jean Emerson suggested that we offer
something to increase membership.
Tony Aliberti said it should be enough to
be a member of a positive organization
and that we should send this message
out.
Nancy Smith suggested a newsletter,
Jean Emerson said she would be happy
to put any news in her paper.
Bob Ferland reported that as far as he
knows the New England Sulky Cham
pionships will be held at Lewiston again
this year. Dana Childs is President o f the
association.
Gerry Smith discussed the Royal
Stallion stakes program. The program is
for 40 mares or less with 10% of the stud
fee. The program will collect $210,000, as
colts get older the fund will grow. There
will be racing for 4 and 5 year olds as
well. Ads for this will appear in
Hoofbeats, et. We can get a speaker for
next year’s banquet if we so desire.
A motion was made by Gerry Smith to
pay the Sec/Tres. $200.00 a year as this
office entails the most work. Motion
second and passed.
Election of Officers for 1986 were as
follows: Loring Norton - President, Bert
Fernald - Vice President, Nancy Smith
- Secretary Treasurer. Board of Direc
tors: Nat Churchill. Robert Gilman,
Brooks Smith, and Gerry Smith.
Respectfully submitted, Nancy Smith

ROYAL REWARD
(Songcan - Crown Velvet)
Fee $500
Trotter in 2:06 as a 2 yr old Injured - never raced Oldest foals - yearlings

All Fees Due When Mare Has Live Foal

FERNALD STOCK FARM
West Poland, Maine 04291
All Foals Eligible to Maine & New England
Bert Fernald,
Owner........
e (207) 782-4927*'

V%*

Richard Gurney,
Manager , ,
Phone (207) 998-4709

M.S.B.O.A. officers, for
-7 Brooks Smith, Director-Loring Norton,
President-Nancy Sm itft;fraai.-Bob Gilman* >and Jerry-Sinlin, plte tfo r

Driver Profile:

Marc Mosher
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by Anthony J. Aliberti

There is danger in inflating the skills Last summer when Marc Mosher
or accomplishments of young per turned sixteen and was granted his fair
formers. Just as many mothers have license he was ready. He chased the
embarassed themselves behind recital dusty fair circuit all summer, and
curtains as fathers pacing along fly finished off the year racing at the
football sidelines by subsequent disap Lewiston Raceway extended meet. When
pointments. Yet when talent emerges it all the numbers were compiled Marc
cries to be acknowledged. There is no Mosher earned eleven wins.
longer a doubt that seventeen year old Over the winter at the Maine Harness
Skowhegan High School senior Marc Horseman’s Association awards banuet, while his pal and mentor Greg
Mosher has a gift.
Off the track he looks like an ordinary owden was off on a honeymoon cruise,
teenager, neither overtly handsome nor Marc Mosher accepted Bowden’s trophy
worldly wise. In fact he goes to school as “ Most Improved Driver” . It was a
every day until 12:30 then reports to the prophetic moment for, barring injury,
barn and clocks a second full day of Marc Mosher is a shoo-in for that very
work.
award next winter. During this brief
Marc Mosher has been hooked on
spring
meet Marc Mosher has already
racing his whole life. It runs in the
family. His older brother Gary Mosher won more races than he did in 1985. More
is currently fighting for the top spot important he won the feature pace twice
among metropolitan New York drivers. in succession with Crane Hill Italia.
Gary’s horses earned more than $2 Driving during an extended meet with
million last year, and his brother Marc thousands of dollars wagered on each
continues to be his greatest fan.
race, amateur status counts for naught.
When sixteen year old Gary Mosher Fans don’t want excuses or family
began driving in 1977 he won two races. histories, they want winners and consis
Last year sixteen year old Marc Mosher tent performances. From the grandstand
won eleven races.
they cannot see the wisp of Marc
But young Mosher still has the wide Mosher’s fuzzy moustache or sense his
eyes of innocence. He still thrills with casual nature. They only know that his
every win, and savors every emotion familiar red and green colors can be
from this rollercoaster sport. Before he counted as an asset, that this Mosher can
could legally drive he was a groom, and stand on his own, and that in his first full
before he was allowed in the paddock he season at racing he will likely finish
hopped around the grandstand exchang among the best established drivers in
ing news.
Maine.

Breed to a Sire of Proven Stakes Winners and Solid Raceway Horses
The Best Bargain In Maine Breeding

(Recent Performers)

Valerie’s Beano
Romie’s Trudy
Suffolk Lark
Romie’s Sota
Romie’s Pet
Stud Fee Only $500
To Approved Mares
Quality and Results
Speak for Themselves

(Romeo Hanover-Paper Doll C. by Philbrick Hanover)
Available For Your Approval

LOVE
(Super Bowl-Love Flower by Florican)

PRIVATE JET
(Bret Hanover-Dawn Flight by Good Time)

Standing At HAND OVER FARMS In Wales, Maine
Quality Mare And Young Stock Care

Call 207-933-4065 For A Booking
References On Request

“We Treat Your Horses Like Our Own. ”
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Bill Haughton (left foreground)/ chairman of the Drivers Committee,
presides over that committee's meeting.

U.S.T.A. Report

The Maine Circuit
Early season Al-Var performances at
Lewiston Raceway this year have been
the best in history with 17 pacers earning
ratings of 100 or higher and seven trotters
posting ratings of 80 or higher during Feb
ruary.
Normally, there are few pacers and no
trotters that reach magic Al-Var figures
so early in the season. Last year only two
pacers reached magic figures in Feb
ruary. Luck’s Lazy Lady recorded a 103,
and Eustus posted 106. There were no
trotters that reached 80.
Only 15 pacers reached 100 or higher
during March last year and only four trot
ters made it to 80.
Atomic Power is the first Al-Var Pacer
of the Month for 1986. He was the only
pacer with more than one winning trip in
which he reached 100 or higher. He posted
111 and 106 ratings.
A four-year-old son of Precious Fella,
Atomic Power is owned by Robert Sumn
er and Harry Gresek. Carrie Mahar is the
trainer. Sumner does the driving.
There was a three-way tie for Al-Var
Trotter of the Month. There were no trot
ters that reached 80 or more on the Al-Var
scale more than once. Fort McHenry, Da
vid’s Choise and Ironstone Ore each post
ed an 89.
Fort McHenry, a four-year-old son of
Songcan. is owned by the Four Leaf Clo
ver Stable of Bangor. A. J. Gallant is the
trainer. Mitch Gallant is the driver.
David’s Choise, a four-year-old son of
Florida Pro, is owned by Donnell Graham
of Farmingdale. Peter Hanley is the
trainer. Dude Goodblood did the' driving.
A six-year-old son of Armbro Ruay.
Ironstone Ore is owned by Connie Davis of
Farmington. Barry Davis is the trainer.
Freeman Parker did the driving.
Bob Sumner, Leigh Fitch and Free
man Parker tied for Al-Var Driver of the
Month. They all drove three horses to
magic-figure ratings. Sumner did it twice
with Atomic Power and once with J.G.’s
Heat. Fitch did it with Torrington, Em
pire Larry and Keystone Salvo. Parker
did it with Motor Liner, Formal Misty and
Ironstone Ore.

By LEE ALLEN

Richard Bartlett and Carrie Mahar
tied for Al-Var Trainer of the Month.
Each had two horses reach magic figures.
Bartlett made it with Phantom Sail and
Made Of Luck. Mahar did it with Atomic
Power twice.
Empire Larry posted the highest AlVar speed rating of the month, 112, on
Feb. 9. That was the highest rating ever
posted that early in the season.
Fort McHenry, David’s Choise and
Ironstone Ore had the highest ratings for
trotters, 89. Those also were the highest
ever recorded so early in the season.
Lewiston’s total handle for 12 dates in
February was $1,549,764, a daily average
of $129,147. For the same 12 dates last
ear the total handle was $1,481,092. For
te fourth consecutive year, Lewiston’s
handle is up.

S

The following pacers posted Al-Var
speed ratings o f 100 or higher, for a win
ning trip, during the Month of February:
Empire Larry, G.Deletetsky
112
Atomic Power, R.Sumner
ill
Impeach, S.Bard
108
Formal Misty, F.Parker
108
Burton Blue Chip
106
Atomic Power, K.Sumner
106
Bigshot Lad N., K.Switzer
106
Torrington, L.Fitch
105
Power Passer, G.Deletetsky
105
Macadu, S.Mancine
‘
104
J.G.’s Heat, R.Sumner
103
Star Omar, G.Bowden
103
Motor Liner, F.Parker
103
Race Me April. R.Mallar
103
Jimmy Blue Chip, D.Ingraham
102
Made Of Luck, K. Bartlett
100
Phantom Sail. R.Bartlett
100
The following trotters posted Al-Var
speedratings of 80 or higher, for a winning
trip, during the Month of February :
Fort McHenry, M.Gallant
89
David’s Choise, D.Goodblood
89
Ironstone Ore, F.Parker
89
Keystone Salvo, L.Fitch
88
A.J. Flight, D.Richards
87
Kibry. D.Richards
83
B. Tne One, D.Watson
82

The Board of Directors of the United considering any USTA rule changes.
States Trotting Association concluded its Robert Rossilli, executive director of
annual meeting on March 18. The meet NAHRMA, detailed upcoming projects
ing, called “one of the best, and one of for NAHRMA, and urged the Directors’
the best-attended” by Board Chairman personal and financial support. The
Corwin Nixon, saw the directors take Board again voted to pledge $500,000 to
several positive steps to promote the NAHRMA, that figure sending the over
image of harness racing, reaffirm sup all USTA budget into a deficit situation
port for harness racing’s national mar for the upcoming year.
keting effort, and expand the Board to Other presentations were made by two
insure fair representation for all USTA directors: Mike Murphy, who spoke on
members.
the work of Race Tracks Chaplaincies,
Several rule changes emphasized the and Ron Dancer, who updated the
USTA’s recognition of the importance of progress made in improving the quality
the sport’s integrity in the public eye. of drivers’ helmets.
One such change in the By-Laws The Board decided to allow Canadian
provided that an individual who “ad dollar fees from members of USTA to be
mitted to race-fixing in a sworn state accepted at par. Also, the fee for
ment, or (was) found guilty of race bloodtyping work done between now and
fixing in a final adjudication shall be January 1, 1987 was reduced to $40.
barred from the USTA for life.” Another Another change allowed for the renam
rule change called for penalties for
drivers who engage in unnecessary con ing of horses up to March 1 of their twoyear-old seasons.
versation while on the racetrack.
A resolution by the board expressed its Board Chairman Corwin Nixon, of
support for the human drug testing Lebanon, Ohio, was re-elected, as was
program now in place or being developed Executive Vice-President Francis X.
Ready, Columbus, Ohio; Vice-Chairman
in many racing jurisdictions.
Another important rule change saw Orin Grettenberger, Okemos, MI; and
the Board provide for a horse who Assistant Treasurer Kevin Fergus, Col
finishes second and who is placed first umbus, Ohio. Newly elected to one-year
by officials to get his own race times as terms were Treasurer Thurman Down
an official win time, regardless of how ing, Pepper Pike, Ohio, and Secretary
far he finished behind the horse crossing Bonnie Kern, Ashville, Ohio.
the wire first, provided the time could be Named to the Executive Committee of
officially determined. Before, only the the Board were McLoone, Freehold, NJ;
horse “ lapped on” the winner would be Nixon; Downing; James Young, Jackgiven credit for a winning time.
son, MI; Charles Meyers, Escondido,
Members of the Canadian Standard CA; James Coulter, New Sharon, IA;
bred Horse Society and the Canadian John Cisna, Sherman IL and Fred Van
Trotting Association made presentations Lennep, Lexington, Ky.
concerning semen transportation, which Resolutions were passed honoring the
was approved recently north of the achievements and memory of former
border. The Board made no changes in Directors Glen Garnsey and Leonard Bob Sumner, leading driver at Lewiston Raceway, who will be leaving
the existing rules relative to this topic, Pooler, and Hall of Fame member soon for Monticello Raceway wins with atomic power.
preferring to await the course of de Clarence Gaines, all of whom passed
velopment of events in Canada before away in the last year.

Youth Scholarships Available
Students considering careers in the
harness horse industry may be eligible
for grants totalling over $7,000 from the
Harness Horse Youth Foundation.
Grants will be awarded on the basis of
desire for a career in the Standardbred
industry, need and academic excellence.
Serious consideration will be given to
applicants already enrolled in a posthigh school course related to equine
studies.
These grants to be awarded for the
86-87 school year have been made poss
ible by contributions to memorial funds
established in the memory of Francis
McKinzie and the Critchfield-Oviatt
familfes and also by funds raised through

the Foundation’s annual Stallion Auc
tion.
Designed to assist young people seek
ing careers in harness racing, this
scholarship program represents just one
of the Foundation’s activities. In ad
dition to the scholarship grants, the
Foundation also sponsors a camp pro
gram, assists 4-H harness clubs and
offers internships.
Application for scholarships may be
obtained from the Harness Horse Youth
Foundation, 6320 Busch Blvd., Columbus,
Ohio 43229. Telephone (614 ) 846-1776.
Deadline for filing applications has been
set for July 1, 1986. Winners will be
announced on August 1, 1986.

All Accounting Functions
Income Taxes
Syndications
We Specialize In Horse, Stable and Other Agricultural Enterprises
m Call or Write $$$

HAND OVER ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 3 N. Monmouth, Maine 04265 Tel. 207-9384065
Many thanks to my patrons in Delaware, and good luck to those
participating in the upcoming meet at Scarborough Downs, where I will
be based for this summer.
^

Drop By And Say “Howdy” To...
“Honest Ernest,
The Friendly Farrier”
Tel.. 207-282-3131. ..
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Attention! Breeders!
DONNYBROOK FARM has moved to a new location in
Hermon, Maine. We will stand three well bred stallions for the
breeding season of 1986.

ARMBRO LIGHTNING p.2:03.1
BYE BYE BYRD p.l:56.1 -

REAL WAVE p.2:03 -

SHADOW WAVE p.l:56.3

(Sired dam of Niatross

on The Road Again) ^ tough race horse. Life time earnings $121,000. First foals
sired: Limerick Lightning p.2:03.2 and Limerick Flame p.2:05.

SWIFT ANDY p.2:00.1
BYE BYE ANDY p .l:59.2 SWIFT WICK ATTORNEY p.2:03
(Sired by Bye Bye Byrd p .l:56.1.)

A hard hitting overnighter on the New York circuit. Life time
earnings $233,000. First foals are: Swift Carol Ann p.2:04 and
Donnybrook Lady.

TARBESTO HANOVER p.2,1:57.2
BEST OF ALL p.l:56.2 TARPORT DOTTIE p.2:04.1 TAR HEEL p.l:57
Tarbesto Hanover raced with the best of them all on the
New York and New Jersey circuit. Life time earnings $199,845. Sired
three foals in Canada all under 2.05.

We invite you to come inspect our stallions.
For further information call us at
207-848-2220, Farm Manager or 207-848-5245, Owner.
Our new address is Donnybrook Farm,
RFD #2 Box 502B, Carmel. ME. 04419
(Hampden Road, Hermon, Maine)
We also have five-3 year olds and 5-2 year olds eligible for
the Mass. Sire Stakes sired by Armbro Lightning and Swift
Andy that may be seen at Bass Park, Bangor, Maine.
•fw.*-''
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Harness Lingo

Handicapping Hints
Got a question for you. W hat’s the
difference between a tip ster and a
tout? Give up?
Well, th ey ’re kinda alike: both of
them are really tipsters - th a t is, one
who gives tips on races for a profit.
But the tout has a b etter reputation.
T h a t’s a person who gives tips on the
ra c e s for a profit. However, touting
is usually an honorable calling
because m any touts try to give good
value for their money. Keeping in
touch with the latest developm ents
around a track, bettor touts work
solely on a com mission basis.
W hat if you go to the harness
tra c k some night and have tak en a
little fun money along with you about w hat you’d expend during a
night on the town - and you w ant to
bet on the horses. Where do you go
for advice?
I know th at some of you will be
looking for hot tips. T h at’s the ageold m ethod of trying to get a lead on
who’s going to win. If yyou are one of
those, you’ll take a hot tip w herever
you find it: listening in on other
b e tto r’s conversations, keeping an
e a r open in the w ashroom s, or
m aybe if you’re lucky, scout around
the b arn s or paddock area to get
your tips straig h t from the h o rse’s
m outh.
Then there are the tout sheets (or
tip sheets). Som etim es they are
printed on color p ap er and are called
the green sheets or w hatever. They
list the best bets of the day and can
be purchased at the trac k or nearby.
Decisions, decisions.
W hat is really happening is this:
you have gone to the tra c k to have a
little fun and hope to go hom e a bit
rich e r (or a lot rich er) than when
you arrived. And by seeking hot tips
or by buying a tip sheet, you are
looking to others to pick w inners for
you - to do your handicapping.
Why not do it yourself? How ?
Okay, first off, forget about using
devices like the old hatpin system
w here a person runs a hatpin
through the program and bets on all
horses whose nam es have been
pierced. Not very scientific. And
besides, where would you find a
hatpin? Nobody pins a h at to th eir
heads anym ore.

Instead, open the race p ro g ram to
the page th at explains “ How to R ead
the P ro g ra m .” I t’s usually printed
inside the front cover. And it also
looks like a lot of heavy reading. Not
to despair. You’ll soon see th a t all
the num bers and symbols are easy
to understand and before you know
it, you’ll have learned another
language.
Along about now a question m ay
s ta rt form ing in your head. “ How
are horses selected to race ag ain st
one another? Are all the nam es ju st
pulled out of a h a t? ”
No. R ace types fall into various
classes: conditioned races m ight
group the horses by th eir earn in g s;
claim ing races by the estim ated
value of the horse; and “ fe a tu re ”
events would include stakes races,
Opens, invitationals, futurities. I t’s
a race s e c re ta ry ’s job to line up the
field of horses th a t are w ell-m atched
and will be com petitive. A race
s e c re ta ry ’s dream is to have the
en tire field end up in a dead heat.
H andicappers will often favor a
horse who has been eith er dropped
in class or moved up. If he m eets
o ther handicapping criteria, a horse
dropping in class m ay m eet softer
com petition. And one m oving up
m ay have
shown he had been
posting faster tim es and m ay be a
“ co m er.”
F orm is im portant. H orses tend to
fall into two broad categories: those
th a t like to lead or be up th ere
am ong the leaders; and those th a t
tra il and come on strong at the
finish. Changes in form can be
com pared from week to week by
checking a ho rse’s p ast p e r
form ances in the program . If a front
ru n n e r’s p ast perform ance lines
show he h asn ’t been a front ru n n er
lately, h e’s “ off fo rm .” But when
each line shows h e’s getting closer to
going “ w ire-to-w ire,” h e’s com ing
back to form . Might be worth a bet.
H andicapping is not difficult and
it’s puzzling why people still play
n u m bers instead of horses and
d riv ers. Approach the betting
window with as m uch caution as if
you w ere going to invest your money
with a broker.

As harness racing moves towards the
1990’s, the changing image of racing is
creating a language problem. With an
increasing number of people from Wall
Street and Madison Avenue entering the
fascinating world of harnessdom, there
is a more than good chance of a
communication breakdown between
owner and trainer.
Both come from worlds with a unique
language all its own, but more than
likely harness racing lingo is probably
the most difficult to grasp.
Could you imagine the expression of a
novice owner telephoning his trainer
when told, “ We dropped your horse in
the box.” Now that won’t bother veteran
owners who know that phrase to be a
euphemism for filing a declaration form
with the racing secretary. It’s phrases
like that which could lead to cardiac
arrest (that’s a heart attack for those
who are not in the medical profession)
to the novice owner who just shelled out
$100,000 to invest in a race horse and
hadn’t called his insurance broker yet.
It’s not easy being an owner. It’s so
confusing. What’s the best investment - a colt or a Fanny Mae (which, for you
horsemen, is not a filly training at
Pinehurst). But harness racing confuses
even linguistic majors with its strange
vernacular.
Why is it that harness trainers warm
up horses then put coolers on them to
keep them hot? But after the race, they
put the same cooler on them to cool them
out?
During the training season, training
sessions are called work miles, a couple
days before a race a training mile is
called a blow out and just prior to a race
it’s a warm-up.
Then, how about the trainer who would
confuse his owner with “Your colt

HORSES NAME

TRaced

Payment Due: May 15

Fee-$25.00

SIRE & DAM

1 _________
2

-----------------

3 ___________

Make Checks Payable To N.E. SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
c/o Robert Ferland Box 799 Berwick, Me. 03901
Don’t Forget To Register Your Mares
Payment Due: Sept 15
Fee-$15.00 Each

trained really well and we brushed him
through the stretch.” Brushed him in the
stretch? I thought they usually brushed
the horses in the stall before getting to
the track.
Then there are the stock answers
following the race. We thought he would
race better covered up. What are they
trying to cover up. What it really means
is -- he’s not a front-runner. Hey wait a
moment. Harness horses aren’t sup
posed to run are they? Wouldn’t pace
setter be a better description? But that
wouldn’t include trotters would it?
He races better out of a hole. Today’s
new owners can’t figure out how they
can make money when they are racing
in a hole.
Trainers like to describe the horse’s
condition with comments like “ sound as
a dollar.” It would be wiser for the
trainers to either have read the financial
pages and having compared the U.S.
currency with overseas money or per
haps they could use the catch-all phrase
“ race-horse sound.”
Then there are the unique phrases
which every new owner would like to
understand but is too bashful to ask.
What’s post-time, wire to wire, tipped
out, first over, or parked out?
Your horse got the pole. Is that like
getting the shaft? Ana the owner can’t
quite figure out if his horse couldn’t go
faster if his trainer removed the hopples
before he raced. How’s he going to go
fast with his legs tied together.
It seems that harness racing does its
best to confuse prospective owners with
language. Someone ought to publish a
dictionary. How about sending in your
favorite, confusing and misleading har
ness phrase to the editor who may
publish them in the next issue.

Riskin's Ruminations

NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
Yearling Nominations-

By Robert Lowell

Signature
Address
Phone

*76e 7^<%£e

Colts At Pinehurst Track
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Colts in Training
Little River Farm, Pinehurst, N.C.
COREY STABLE - LITTLE RIVER FARM
SKIPPER’S DAUGHTER
(Direct Scooter - Skipper’s Angel)
Kevin Purcell - Waterville, Me.
G. WHIZ CHEERS
(Yankee Bambino - Three Cheers)
Kevin Purcell - Waterville, Me.
YOUNG PLAYBOY
(Nero - Play Girl Blue Chips)
Kevin Purcell - Waterville, Me.
BUNDORAN
(Doublemint - Nelahini)
Robert Thompson, Manhasset, N.Y.
DEEPER IN DEBT
(Precious Fella - Jura)
Phyllis Pucillo - West Orange, N.J.
PHYLLIS BRAT
(Precious Fella - Jura)
Phyllis Pucillo - West Orange, N.J.
NATHAN DOING
(Skipper Knox - Valley Kim)
Harriman, Higgins, McClure & Cocoran - Me. Ct. N.H.

Dr. A. Grass Stable West Brattleboro, Vt. Trainer: Marsha Barden
ANN HUTCHINSON p, bf, 2, Computer-Flirty Donut
CALVIN WIGGS t, be. 2, Drill Instructor-Golden Victory
DANCE HAPPY p, bg, 4, Sundance Skipper-Ragtime Adios
FLY FLY ROBBIE p, brg, 6. Fly Fly Byrd-Sunday Skys
FOREST GRAPES t. brg, 3, Drill Instructor-Foxy Newport
FRENCH MISTRESS p, blkf, 3, Bandelier-Paris Doll
HASTY PUDDING t, bf, 2, Speed Bowl-Miss Bangor
JUDITH HENRY p, bf, 4, Flying Bret-May Sampson
LONG GONE SAM t, bg, 2, Hot Blooded-Foxy'Newport
SLIP KNOT p, bf, 2, Sundance Skipper-D I Emma
THE DEACONESS p, blkf, 3. Sundance Skipper-Flirty Donut
WILL UTTON t, bg. 4, Speedy Somolli-Foxy Newport

Owner: Dr. Albert Grass
p, bf, 3, Sundance Skipper-D I Emma
Owner: Josephine Kyle, Ohio & Albert Grass, Vermont

TIME TO JIG

PALL BATTIS STABLE

Trainer: Paul Battis, Dover, N.H.

CORAL FROST p, bg, 5, Coral Ridge-Busy Bee Joan
DARN INDEPENDENT p, be, 2, Best Jeffrey-Pretty Plumber

Owners: Kathleen & Fred Bailey, W. Scarborough. Me.
BELLAMY RIVER DEBBIE p, brf, 2, Best Jeffrev-Dave s
Lisa
Owners: Ruth & Ed Hall. Dover, N.H.
KEYSTONE HEATH p, bg. 4, Columbia George-Her Sweet
Song
Owner: Ed Hines, Lincoln, Mass
LAVISH IMAGE p, blf, 2, Best Jeffrey-Lavish Lady
LAVISH SOLICITOR p, be, 2, Best Jeffrey-Blitzer Kate
Owner: Basil Kellis, Wells, Me.
BERTHA’S NERO p, bf, 2, Nero-Bye Bye Bertha
SILVER SLIPPERS p, grf. 2, Cavalcade-Knight Fall
SUPER CAV p, be, 2, Cavalcade-Super Go
Owners: John & Joseph Kunkel. Webster, Mass
MIZ T t, brf, 2, TNT Bambino-Problem Child
Owners: Claire & Phil Roux, Laconia, N.H.
LAVISH STAR p, bf, 3. Best Jeffrey-Butter Quinton
Owners: Jeffrey & Paul Batis, Dover, N.H.
AERIAN GAL p brf, 3, Peanut Gallary-Shadvdale Aearian
BB’S HIGHNOTE t, bm. 7. Texas-Speedy Contralto
FAST PETE p, bh, 8. Cicero-Shelly Haven
LONG HILL JOY p. bf, 2, Rebel Bret-Frisky’s Best
LONG HILL SPEEDY t, bm, 6, Speedy Hanover-Speedv
Contralto
PB ’S CORAL p, chh, 8, Coral Ridge-Countless Lynn
PB ’S PILOT p, be, 3, Nevele Pilot-Frisky’s Best
WALTZ ON JEFF p, be, 2, Best Jeffrey-Gaelic Waltz
Owners: Paul & Bonnie Battis, Dover, N.H.
PARADISE FARM
Owners: Harry S. Patten, Stamford, Vt.
Trainer: William D Millard
Wilbur Hammond, Fryeburg, Me.
MARK EVAN p, brg, 2, Oil Burner
SEAHAWK’S PRIDE 'p, bg, 2, Seahawk Hanover-Bernice
Lobell
CHEEKY MISS p, bm, 4. B G’s Bunny-Estoril
KAWARTHA TOP CHEF p, bf, 3, Kawartha Skipper-Bon
Apetit
JENNY ANY DOT p, bf, 2, NiatrossVALL ABLE PROPERTY p, brf. 2, Sonsam Sedali A

RACIN’ JASON JAMES
(Lindy’s Crown - Rummy Jane)
Carol Tiernan & James Apperti - Scarborough, Me.

GEORGE GOODBLOOD STABLE
LISAS FRAZIER BOY
(Old Frazier-Lisa Barmin)
George Goodblood - St. Albans, Me.
DON HOLSAPPLE STABLE
JUSTIN PLACE
(Skipper Knox-Star Is Bom)
Don Holsapple-Dexter, Maine
-
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Foxboro News

NOW RACING 5 NIGHTS
DARK MONDAYS & WEDNESDAYS
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f

fe£
fe< fe£

23

28

SAT.

30

FRIDAY, APRIL 11th - MASSACHUSETTS KNIGHTS OF
COLUMBUS NIGHT AT THE RACES TO BENEFIT CHARITY...
SUNDAY, APRIL 2 0 th - $ 1 0 ,0 0 0 MINUTEMAN PACE...
SUNDAY, APRIL 2 7 th - ALL-STAR DRIVER CHALLENGE...

FOXBORO RACEWAY
PUBLICIST HONORED
Foxboro Raceway Publicity Director
Carl Metcalf has been honored by two
national organizations for excellence in
radio coverage of racing news. The
United States Trotting Association and
the United States Harness Writers As
sociation awarded second place in the
annual John Herve Awards in Broad
casting for several programs in his
“Winner’s Circle” series. “The Winner’s
Circle” is a 3¥2 minute feature program
aired on 13 New England radio stations,
as well as one in Winchester, Kentucky.
Different programs from the same
series earned Metcalf first place in the
second annual O.P. Smith Awards, spon
sored by the American Greyhound Track
Operators Association (AGTOA) in coop
eration with Hill and Knowlton, the
publicity arm of AGTOA.
Metcalf began the series nearly three
years ago in co-operation with Hinsdale
Raceway and the Eastern Racing
Network. Production of the program was
moved to Foxboro when he was named
Publicity Director at Foxboro in May of
1985.
SIMULCASTING FROM
MEADOWLANDS RESUMES
A week-long strike by horsemen at the
Meadowlands has been resolved clearing
the way for nightly simulcasts from the
East Rutherford, New Jersey facility to

LE A D IN G TRAINERS
NAME

POST:
WIN:
PLACE:
SHOW:

78
90
64

Steve LeBlanc
Bert Beckwith
Mike Stevenson
Basil Aldrich, Jr.
Jim Quinn
Steve M ahar
Chris M arino
Charles Thomas
Terri Rett
Joe Post

96
75
86

96
103
64
179
61
132
93
62
64
74

91
79
90

THREE YEAR OLD:
Due: April 15
Fee: $200
HORSES NAME

88
90
82

92
106
76

24
23
10
36
16
18
11
11
6
4

14
14
10
16
9
29
11
6
15
9

Foxboro
7
6
85
85
92

resume at Foxboro Raceway. The live
simulcasts of the nightly feature from
the Meadowlands had proved to be very
popular with Foxboro Raceway bettors,
who wager an average of 14% more on
the Meadowlands races than on the on
site contests. This can be attributed
mainly to the full fields of highly
competitive contests staged at the
Meadowlands.
A live simulcast will be shown, as in
the previous two weeks prior to the
strike, each racing night except Sunday.
Racing legislation enacted by the Com
monwealth in late 1985 increased the
number of simulcasts allowed at Bay
State horse tracks from five per year to
as many as one for each racing per
formance.
Once or twice per week, a former
regular Foxboro pacer or trotter will
race in the simulcast race, which is the
feature race at the Meadowlands each
night. Such horses have graduated to the
highly competitive ranks of the metroNew York circuit. Likewise, former
Foxboro drivers familiar to local fans
are now regular reinsmen at the
Meadowlands. Faces well-known to long
time New England harness fans include
Bill O’Donnell. Jim Doherty, Ted Wing,
and Walter Case, Jr.
The average handle on each race
simulcast from the Meadowlands at
Foxboro Raceway totals about $17,165.

L E A D IN G DRIVERS

(A s of and inclu ding M arch 16, 1986)
(59 starts or m ore)
Sts. 1st 2nd 3rd Pts.
21
21
14
34
7
21
16
8
6
11
W inning Post Positions at
1
2
4
3
5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

by CARL METCALF

83
84
72

351
346
206
534
170
366
232
145
129
146

Avg.

NAME

'.406
.373
.357
.331
.309
.308
.277
.259
.233
.219

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

8

9

46
58
59

9
16
10

(59 starts or m ore)
Sts. 1st 2nd

Robert Tisbert
Steve LeBlanc
John Marshall
M ark Beckwith
Andre Gagnon
Jim Quinn
Steve M ahar
Gerald Kazrnaier
David Pinkney, Jr,
Kim Ireland

Pts.

Avg.

46
54
40
13
16
9
30
16
22
31

33
26 657
.361
49
41 854
.352
26
25 565
.339
26
13 286
.331
13
11 242
.312
17
10 196
.302
19
34 467
.301
11
10 229
.289
24
16 366
.288
28
25 494
,251
634)
(Total number of races:
Percentage of winning favorites: 35.64% (226 out of 634)
Percentage of favorites in the money: 75.23% (477 out of 634)
DEAD HEATS: 1-Win 5-Place 2-Show
Does not include simulcast races

MASS SIRE STAKES
Two And Three Year Old Sustaining Payments
SIRE

AGE

202
269
185
96
86
72
172
88
141
218

3rd

Gait: (F) Filly Pacer
(FT) Filly Trotter
(C) Colt Pacer
(CT) Colt Trotter
GAIT

DAM

*1

2nd TWO YEAR OLD:
Dae: May 15
Fee: $100.00

(Must be paid only if you intend
to race as a two year old)

Phone No:

Name:
Street:

.City-State-Zip:.

Make Checks Payable To:
M.S.B.O.A. & Send To Comm, of Mass. Dept, of Food & Agriculture,
Att. Standard Super.
100 Cambridge St., Boston,
02202__
V t9 . \ * * Ay
•V '* Tr . ”• ' \* T~
T
^7 ’ "T ‘ •
.■*, ' TT
V
'f
•
%
0
%
T
f
■

•**

f/

^ *»>,■
* v

Two Year Olds By
W

W

W

W

W

W

W

£
£
£
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CAVALCADE

W

*
£

(Meadow Skipper-Golden Miss)
“A Horse For A ll Seasons”

£
£

• From 103 foals born 90% were money-winners.
• 50% of the money-winners earned over $10,000.
• 70% of horses raced, took their mark on half-mile or
five- eighth mile tracks.

*

•ft
-ft

• There are 22 in 2:00 — 56 in 2:05 — 71 in 2:10.
£
• Total lifetime earnings of horses raced — $2,370,329.
• The Cavalcades go on to race the metropolitan circuit £
*
as aged horses.

-ft
£
£
*
£
*
-ft
^ Foals Eligible To The Breeders Crown, Mass Sire Stakes, New England Sulky Championship, Royal Stallion Stakes And Grand Circuit.

^

I

%

1986 Fee: $1,000. Live Foal

The only New England stallion in 1985 with a National Sire Rating •

£
£
*

Standing At: Tufts Veterinary School No. Grafton, MA 617-839-5302 — 617-943-2706

“Follow The Stars In 1986”

*

£

* *

. .

*!S»

PROUD PALLADIN
Austin Farm

*

SUPER CAV
CELTIC SEA
J.F. CHAMP
CARROLLCADE
UNCLE MERRITT
MOUNTAIN SHADOW

*
*
*
*
*
*

J*

tf.

tf.V

2f.q.

4 ,

O’DIGGINS
J.F. CALVIN
NINA’S BABE
LIL INSTIGATOR
SILVER SUPPER
if.^

if.V

jjl J* J?. ^ Jjl

ALICADE
CORTEGE
EBONY SUCK
PLAY DOUGH
MILLIE YOUNG
CAVALCADE’S COLT
if.V

If.V

*v
tf.

w
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That stout-hearted,
hard-knocking,
stakes-winning,
$418,000'earning,
1:55.3 race-winning,
1:53.4 time-trialing
son o f Precious
Fella'Irish Brinda,
has a new home:

MEADOWBROOK
FARMS
new S tandardbred B reeding and
B oarding Installation

A

By George, It’s George!

Have you ever fantasized that you
could be a pitcher in a big league
baseball game? Or, the quarterback for
a pro football team? Or, a goalie for the
Boston Bruins? Jump center for the
Celtics? A boxer, a tennis player, a
golfer - each one up against the best of
the bunch?
George Plimpton has not only done all
these, but a heckuva lot more. His
natural curiosity about things has led to
his being a circus performer, a stand-up
comic, a bullfighter, a sports car driver.
Even a Playboy photographer. Sooner or
later, he was destined to swing his long
legs into a sulky and experience the joys
of driving in a harness race.
Sooner. Than later.
On March 21st, destiny will call.
George is hosting the Plimpton Celebrity
Challenge Cup - the first of four races
that begin at Pompano Park on March
21st, going on to Lexington’s Red Mile on
May 9. Thence to The Meadowlands,
June 5, winding up at Greenwood
Raceway in Toronto on June 12. Along
the way, he’ll be inviting other
celebrities to compete against him.
They’ll donate their share of the purses
to their favorite charities. At Pompano,
George probably will go up against
George Steinbrenner, owner of The New
York Yankees (“If Steinbrenner doesn’t
win, he’ll fire the horse!’’), Whitey Ford,
famed jockey Eddie Arcaro, 280 pound
Kim Bokamper of the Miami Dolphins,
and Sharon Smith, the sports host on
ESPN television. Plimpton will receive
his basic training (“Tne sulky goes on
THIS end of the horse, George.” ) from
Hall of Famer, Bill Haughton, before the
Pompano inaugural.
Announcement for the Celebrity
Challenge Cup series was made at an
elbow-bender hosted by NAHRMA - the
North American Harness Racing Mar
keting Association - whose job is to focus
ublic attention on the sport. Alan
eavitt, recently elected President of
NAHRMA, presented Plimpton with his
first set of “colors” to wear during the

E

BY PHIL PINES

competition. They are bright green and
white and feature an eagle design found
on Plimpton’s Paris Review which he
edits. He was also given a license to
drive (in matinee races) by the United
States Trotting Association. (“I wonder
what the New York police will say if I
show them this?” )
Plimpton recounted some of his past
adventures with other sports: “ I played
with the Boston Bruins hockey team. My
ankles are weak and when I stood on my
skates, I was still the same height. I was
supposed to be the goalie and spent more
time lying on the ice in front of the net
than standing in front to protect it. I hope
that in harness racing I won’t put the
cart before the horse. ’
Plimpton can be likened to the little
train who said: “ I think I can; I think
I can.” And doesn’t know until he tries.
Plimpton gives most everything a try
and sometimes even writes a book about
the experience. “ Paper Lion” was the
result of not only “ how the game of
football is played’* but also a book about
the people, the joys, the frustrations and
the unknowns of the sport. A recent
publication, “ Open Net,” reveals what it
is like to be lying on your stomach,
watching a rock-hard hockey puck hurtl
ing at you at 150 mph. In addition to his
harrowing exploits in the world of sports
and quieter moments spent on the
literary scene, Plimpton has appeared in
a number of movie films, on television,
and does TV commericals as well.
Currently, he is selling popcorn.
After being given his driver’s colors
and a whip “to show the horse who’s
boss,” Plimpton humorously fielded
some questions - one of them not coming
out the way it was intended. Wondering
whether he was going to race the same
horse wherever he campaigned, a young
lady reporter queried: ‘}Are you going to
be mated to one horse?”
“In all my years,” said George, “I’ve
never been asked such an interesting
question.”

R D l, U n io n A v e .
S a r a t o g a S p r in g s , N Y

12866

5 1 8 -5 8 7 -4 2 2 1

$1,500 Fee
C a l l o r w r it e :
a

\

J ack D y e r , P h D
G en eral M an ager

Discussing plans for the upcoming Plimpton Celebrity Challenge Cup
are: (L to R) Curt Greene, General Manager, The Red Mile, Lexington,
KY; Andy Grant, President, The Hambletonian Society; George
Plimpton; Tom Charters, Executive Director, The Breeders Crown;
John Cushman, President, Pompano Park; Bob Rossilli, Executive
Director NAHRMA. M r. Plimpton will race against other celebrities at
4 tracks this spring.

On The Rail
For some, harness racing is nothing
more than another wheel in town - a
place where a bettor puts up his money
and takes his chances. Those horses witn
guys sitting behind them, spinning
around the track every 16 minutes or so,
are nothing more than a means to an end
- the end being whether the bettor wins
or loses. It’s an impersonal attitude; if
the guy “win it” , the bettor says, “way
t’ go!’r If he loses, he’s a bum. There is
little, if any, feeling for the horse. He (or
she) is just there to make the wheel go
’round.
But, just for the moment, let’s hear it
for the horse.
The Standardbred, in case you hadn’t
heard, is the breed name for the trotter
and pacer. He’s an American product, a
sturdy animal with lots of heart. By
nature he’s usually a mild mannered
creature; some people consider them
pets, like dogs. (1 wouldn’t suggest you
have one curl up in your lap by your
fireside.)
Although its breeding will most often
determine whether tne Standardbred
trots or paces, the horse’s training and
conditioning determines how he’ll do on
the race track. Give’em a chance and the

trophy, the owner admitted: “This is the
last place on earth I expected to be
today.”
A chunk of earth kicked backward by
a hoof into a horse’s face can cause him
to break and go off stride. A leader going
into a break can produce panic in nearby
horses, perhaps sending them off gait.
Many things can happen in the course of
a race to change its outcome which
neither horse nor driver can forsee.
Pacers break far less frequently than
do the trotters. The trick is not in the
gait, but the hopples they wear; plastic
or leather loops encircling their legs.
The hopple on the right side connects
front ana rear legs causing both legs to
move in the same direction at the same
time. That goes for the left side, too.
that’s why pacing events outnumber
trotting events 10-1: The fans don’t want
to get a “run” for their money.
Tne drivers in a race do not want a
horse to break no more than the bettors.
It’s dangerous. And a pacer, off stride,
can be more potentially dangerous than
a trotter. The rule is, when the horse
goes into a break: get him out of the race
path and to the outside until he has
regained his stride. If a pacer gets

critter will race its little heart out.
Regardless of what a non-feeling bettor’s
attitude toward horses are, they are not
machines. A squirt of oil on a squeaky
joint does not make a horse race-ready.
The good trainer/driver goes around him
like a pilot checks out a plane before
take-off. They look for bruises on their
legs, feel for the heat of a strained or
damaged tissue. If its manner seems
different and the condition is ignored,
the horse may be out of sync and it may
soon go to pieces. It could happen to the
sharpest horse in the race.
A trotter or pacer’s problems are not
all internal. Things happen during a race
that can spook it. A piece of paper can
suddenly blow across a horse's field of
vision and cause him to bolt. Hall of
Famer, Billy Haughton, was favored to
win an important stakes race at the Ohio
State Fair back in the 60’s. His three
year old pacer was comfortably in the
lead, heading down the homestretch
when the win caught a hot dog wrapper
and carried it across the track - smack
into the face of the pacer. He went
straight up into the air and the next
horse, several lengths behind, went on to
win. In the winners circle, accepting his

Vet Views
You have bred your mare and waited
patiently for eleven long months, taking
every precaution to ensure that nothing
goes wrong. In all likelihood, everything
will go smoothly and after an uneventful
birth you will have a healthy, bouncy
foal. However, in an estimated 0.75% of
full term foals, a condition known as
neonatal m aladjustm ent syndrome
arises, in which foals are descriptively
classified as barkers, wanderers, dum
mies, or convulsives.
The exact cause of this noninfectious
condition is not known, but it is thought
to result from a lack of oxygen to the
brain in the period shortly before or after
birth of the foal. One theory is that the
lungs of the neonate are not able to
function adequately, either because of a
deficiency in surfactant (a phospholipid
which helps the alveoli of the lungs to
resist collapsing) or because the chest
wall of the foal is not as rigid as that of
an adult and may therefore have an
increased tendency to collapse. The
muscles of respiration of the foal may
also fatigue more easily, thus contribut
ing to insufficient respiration. Another
possible cause of anoxia is premature
separation of the placenta from the
uterus of the mare. Before the foal is
able to draw its first breath, it relies on
diffusion of oxygen from the blood of the
mare in order to survive. If the placenta
separates prematurely, the foal is de
prived of this oxygen and brain injury
may result. Premature severing of the
umbilical cord, either accidentally dur
ing birth or by well-meaning attendants,
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YOU GOTTA HAVE HEART

By Susan Coggins, ’87

Cornell University

may also be a factor, since almost three
pints of fetal blood may remain in the
umbilical cord and placenta following
birth. (This amount constitutes 25% to
35% of the foal’s normal blood volume.)
If the cord is cut before this blood has
been pumped into the foal, it is un
available to carry oxygen to the brain
and other tissues. Other factors which
may be involved are fractured ribs and
bruised hearts sustained during a dif
ficult birth.
Often foals afflicted with NMS are the
product of a rapid and seemingly un
complicated delivery and will suckle the
dam and ambulate normally. For the
first 12 hours or so of life, everything
may appear to be normal. Difficulty
rising m a foal previously capable of
standing unaided may be one of the first
signs of NMS. Characteristically, the
suck reflex is lost suddenly and the foal
may show abnormal behavior such as
incessant chewing and aimless wander
ing during which it may collide with
objects, appear to be blind, and seem not
to recognize the mare. Jerking move
ments of the head or limbs may occur;
the animal becomes unable to remain
standing and may adopt a dog sitting
position before becoming completely
recumbent. If unable to regain its feet,
the foal will make frantic galloping
movements. The tail may be held erect
and the animal may appear to be
hyperexcitable. The limbs and neck may
be held in a rigid position of extension.
The nostrils may collapse with inspira
tion and the foal may make deep

Broodmare of the Month

tangled-legged in his hopples, chances
are he’s in for a fall. Tne result - a
monumental pile up if the break hap
pened to a lead horse.
Bettors steer clear of horses with a
record of breaking stride during races.
Owners don’t like them either. It’s akin
to having a bad automobile - they have
very little trade-in value. Consequently,
breeders are continually trying to de
velop Standardbreds that prefer to trot
or pace rather than to run - a more
natural instinct.
It is unfortunate that more fans don’t
become students of the game and try to
understand why things sometimes hap
pen when they do. A favorite gripe heard
in the crowd is when a driver seems to
be pulling back on his horse, especially
in a drive for home. “ He’s holding the
horse back!” they say. Did you ever try
preventing a 1400 pound horse from going
where he wanted to go? The driver is not
holding him back; he’s holding him up trying to keep the animal from going into
a Dreak before he hits the wire.
Try it sometime. You’ll realize that
it’s blood and muscle out there. And not
just another wheel in town.

inspiratory efforts with its mouth open,
as if hungry for air. Convulsions are
common; the foal may then pass into a
comatose state from which it may
recover only to start more convulsions
which lead to further coma. During
convulsive episodes the foal will paddle
wildly, champ the jaws and may bruise
itself extensively about the head while
banging it on the floor. Sweating may be
profuse. Expiratory sound of “barking” ,
grunting or nigh pitched whinnying occur
during convulsive episodes. Foals may
die during this stage or remain in a coma
for hours or days and then begin to show
signs of recovery.
It is important to note that with
supportive treatment approximately
50% of the affected foals will recover
and show no residual effects. The severi
ty of signs does not seem to relate to
survival, so there is hope for complete
recovery even in the more severely
affected animals. Treatment emphasizes
good nursing care and requires dedicated
commitment from the owner and the
veterinarian.
The foal must be supervised to prevent
exhaustion due to repeated attempts to
rise and should be manually restrained
in sternal recumbency if at all possible.
Physical restraint during convulsions is
necessary to prevent the foal from
injuring itself. The stall should be
bedded deeply to avoid pressure sores
from long periods of recumbency. If
lying on its side for extended periods, the
foal should be turned from one side to the
other every two hours. Urine scald can
ROCK CANDY MT.

. be minimized by keeping the foal dry and
using petroleum jelly as needed. These
foals need assistance to maintain their
body temperature and can be dressed in
a woolen pullover or sweatshirt.
Severely affected foals may require that
the ambient temperature be raised to
80-90°F. To this end, electric blankets or
heat lamps may be used, but great
caution is necessary in order to prevent
burning the animal. It will be necessary
to feed the foal through a nasogastric
tube until the suck reflex returns. It is
important to be certain that the foal has
received adequate colostrum. The mare
can be milked and the foal given
colostrum equivalent to 1% of its body
weight at 2 hour intervals for the first 24
hours of life. Following this, m are’s milk
or reconstituted dry milk may be fed;
the foal should receive 80 ml/kg of body
weight per dav divided into ten equal
feedings. Dried milk preparations should
be reconstituted to contain 45 calories in
8-12 ml of water/kg of body weight/day.
For example, a 50 kg (110 lb) foal should
receive 2250 calories in 4-5 liters of
fluid/day. Milk should be given at 100°F.
It is obvious that intensive medical and
nursing care is required in these cases.
These foals must be given every reason
able opportunity to survive. What is
“reasonable” must be determined in
each case by the severity of signs, the
value of the foal and the willingness and
ability of the owner and veterinarian to
provide intensive care for a period of
days to weeks.

by Anthony J. Aliberti

Nora Hill is a Jack Flanagan mare Massachusetts stakes as a two year old, Dennis Cochran.
Look the program over, there’s mare
who neither trotted nor paced, and when finishing second once, and earning nearBy the time the year was over Crane bred quite the same, with so much
bred to trotters or pacers she produced ly $2,000. The next year as a three year Hill Italia started 37 times worked her pacing inclined trotting blood on either
horses which either paced a little or did old the filly won six times; the fastest way from claimers to conditioned races side of the petigree. Stakes eligibility
not race at all. Bert's Folly by Matador in 2:08.2 at the Massachusetts fairs won 8 times, pushed $6,000 more in allowed Crane Hill Italia to grow into
paced in 2:05.4, Cocoa Square by Square amassing $12,000 more in purses. She earnings off a win in 2:03, peaking during racing gradually. She gained experience
Deal, made $30,000 pacing in 2:03. Rock finished out the year in Foxboro claimer the summer meet at Scarborough at two, winning often at three, but never
Candy Mt. byMountain Skipper never and could barely make qualifying time Downs. The mare has been good to overextended as a juvenile,
raced.
for Andre Guidette.
Dennis Cochran. Last year she raced But at graduation, given the opportuniAs a three year old this daughter of
Then the next spring it was inevitable against top class pacers in Maine all ty and a bit more patience she paid off
Mountain Skipper, out of a producer of she would migrate to Maine and back season she won in 2:01.3 and added handsomely. Imagine the bargain, getpacers was sent to Egyptian Ace, a into cheap claimers. She dropped in$13,000 to her card.
ting a mare who can race every week of
pacing son of Star’s Pride, who sires price three weeks in a row and was Now as a six year old she’s the best the year for $1500 or more be in the
them either way.
distanced in a late closer sent off at pacer now racing in Maine, ready for her money more than half the time and beat
That first colt and only one of note, 147-1. Crane Hill Italia was then offered best year yet; still trained by Cochran the best on occasion, all offered as she
Crane Hill Italia, with bloodlines mixed cheap for the last time. She raced but driven by 1986 phenom young Marc raced for the basic claiming price of
like swirl toothpaste, paced in the against $1700 claim ers;.ahd-w ept to-Mosher.
‘
******.*.o.-**.4l7fl0.
......
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Mass Sire Profile: F a n c y
Among the finer recent additions to
the stallions’ list of the Massachusetts
Sires’ Stakes is Roger Slobody’s Fancy
Star (Best Of All - Shadydale Star). One
of the gamest Invitational pacers in New
England during the late 1970’s and early
1980’s, Fancy Star has proven to be a
successful stallion, with Peter Blood’s
Feature Star, a performer on the Mass.
Stakes circuit in 1983 and 1984, his most
outstanding progeny to date.
Fancy Star burst on the New England
racing scene as a three-year-old in 1977,
when he earned $10,000 in just twenty
starts. Notching eight wins and five
seconds for trainer-driver Bob Tisbert,
Fancy Star took a mark of 2:01.3 during
the Foxboro summer meet.
It was in 1978 that Fancy Star really
blossomed, beginning to develop the
reputation as a pacer that could win
either from off the pace or wire-to-wire.
Alternating between Saratoga and Fox
boro, Fancy Star quickly became one of
the most feared pacers in the area. He
peaked during the summer of 1978,
capturing two Invitationals at Foxboro
(one in 1:57.4) and another at Saratoga
in a four-week span. Fancy Star was tne
pacesetter and morning-line favorite for
Kipping Chief’s 1:56 track record mile,
as well. In 39 starts in 1978, the pride of
the Slobody Stable triumphed eleven
times with eight seconds, seven thirds,
and an incredible $73,180 in winnings.
Success did not come quite as easily in
1979. Though achieving a higher rate of
consistency, Fancy Star did not race as
well at Foxboro, though he did notch
three Invitational wins and take a mark
of 1:58.3. At Rockingham that fall,
however, he suddenly got sharp -- in nine
starts, he collected a victory, three
seconds, and three thirds. Earnings for

S ta r

By K.C. JOHNSON
the season totaled some $43,875.
After a six-month layoff to begin the
1980 racing year, Fancy Star returned as
the only freelegged pacer in Foxboro’s
upper classes. Still trained by Tisbert
but occasionally catch-driven by either
Bert Beckwith or Jim Doherty, Fancy
Star again broke the 1:58 barrier, win
ning at Foxboro in 1.57.4 for Doherty.
After this quick start, however, the
season soured, and in his final starts of
the year he could manage no better than
a fifth place finish.
Art Maclnnis emerged as the new
trainer-driver for the 1981 season, but
the ex-invite pacer could not return to
his old form, and quickly retired to
permanently join the ranks of the MSS
sires.
Thus far in his young career as a
stallion, clearly the highlight of Fancy
Star’s progeny has been Feature Star. A
strong performer in the colts and geld
ings division in 1983 and 1984, Feature
Star raced out of the Peter Blood Stable
for owner Slobody. The top point of his
career was a track-record effort of 2:06.3
at the Sharlu Farm in Leverett. Though
he tailed off toward the end of 1984,
Feature Star nonetheless amassed a
sizable amount in prize money. Other
recent MSS entrants with Fancy Star as
a sire were Fancy Her, a filly who rarely
won but often finished in the top three,
Fancy Irish, a competetive filly out of
the New England racing mare Branch of
Irish, and Star Model, who raced on the
trot.
Though not the most sought-after
stallion on the MSS stallion list, the
balance that Fancy Star brings to the
MSS program is one of the reasons that
the stakes program here in Massachu
setts has grown so rapidly since 1980.

H.H.I. News
One of the keys to harness racing’s
future lies in education - of new owners,
of the fan, of the media, of horsemen
themselves.
That was the message delegates from
20 of HHI’s 21 member associations kept
hearing at the 21st Annual Meeting of
Harness Horsemen International, held at
Fort Lauderdale recently.
And the various vehicles for education
were discussed in detail.
Ted Bermingham, Special Consultant
of HHI, outlined the organization’s New
Owner Development and Retention Pro
gram and told the delegates that onethird of the owners in the sport in the last
six years have already left the industry.
Because there are presently no stan
dards, no code of ethics, no training
programs for owners or trainers, HHI
has undertaken an educational program
designed to respond to these needs.
The objective of the long-term plan is
to increase the number of satisfied
owners, both new and existing, and to
provide the professional horseman with
in-service training that builds owner
confidence and long-term investment in
the sport.
Bermingham said the industry has
been remiss in providing this kind of
training and that this is the first ten
tative step taken to rectify the situation.
A highly informative discussion on
Satellite Telecasting and Racing gave
delegates considerable food for thought.
Marshall Krumpe, president of North
land Video Associates and Marshall
Allen, Vice President of Public Services
Satellite Consortium, went over key
elements of satellite technology and
traced the entire process for delegates where the satellite signal begins, where
it ends and how it gets there. They
presented two alternative approaches
and the costs involved with each; oc
casional use basis, where all services are

leased; and dedicated use or capitalized
basis, where all equipment is owned. The
potential of satellite use is a “window of
opportunity.”
Robert Rossilli, executive director of
the North American Harness Racing
Marketing Association (NAHRMA)
asked for the delegates’ support in
helping NAHRMA fulfill its purpose.
“NAHRMA has to be an organization
that creates a bigger pie,” said Rossilli.
“The NAHRMA concept is solid. It
should be our objective to make the
organization work ... to be an organiza
tion that stands the test of time
As this meeting was dedicated to the
memory of the late Jerome L. Hauck, a
founder and past president of HHI,
delegates voted to create Harness Horse
men International Foundation, Inc., to
establish the Jerry Hauck Memorial
Scholarship for the son or daughter of an
HHI association member. The recipient,
to be chosen from among nominees from
each member associaiton, will be
selected by an independent committee
based on academic, community service
or extra-curricular activities, and
financial need. The student will receive
$4,000 with $1,000 to be paid in each of
his four years of school.
The culmination of the week’s ac
tivities was the Annual Award Dinner
held on Sunday evening, February 2, to
honor HHI’s 1985 Man of the Year,
Douglas Warren.
Having served as the interim director
of the North American Harness Racing
Marketing Association (NAHRMA) for
nearly a year, Warren is also a Standard
bred horse owner and an active member
of the Standardbred Owners Association
of New York. His efforts on behalf of
that association have led to an increase
in active membership and maintenance
of acceptable purse levels for horsemen
in a declining market.

U.S.T.A. News
M a n fre d H an o v er

Fancy Fess ( Fancy Star-Long Awaited Lady) wins the two year old Mass
Sire Stakes for Bruce Ranger.

Summer Intern Program
The Harness Horse Youth Foundation horses (basic grooming skills), basic
announces its summer intern program, typing skills, willingness to travel, enrolThe 12 week program (June to Septem- lment in a post-high school program and
ber) is designed for college level stu- the applicant must have a car.
dents with an interest in harness racing
careers. The 12 week period may be If interested, please send a resume and
adjusted according to the individual’s letter stating why the position is being
school schedule.
sought to:
The intern’s responsibilities will inHarness Horse Youth Foundation
elude planning, coordinating and attend6320 Busch Boulevard
ing camps throughout the country.
Columbus, OH 43229
This is a paid position and the require(614) 846-1776
m^nts include: experience with harness The intern will be selected by May 1.
r
r rrr.» aa

COLUMBUS — The hottest horse in all mares,” says John Szczepanski, who
of harness racing is a six-year-old trotter already has a yearling by Manfred on the
named Manfred Hanover. He’s been family farm.
perfect in nine 1986 starts, and he’s That Manfred Hanover is in the haralready earned $146,450, more than any ness racing limelight at all is somewhat
harness horse so far this year.
extraordinary. He didn’t earn a dime at
Those facts alone would make Man- two or three, and he was put in a sale
fred stand out, give him his own unique by no less a horseman than Hall of
niche in the harness racing world. But Famer Billy Haughton.
the Manfred Hanover story is much Haughton always thought that Manmore than just impressive statistics.
fred had potential, but the horse had
For one example, Manfred Hanover problems with his knees, and he was sold
loves to drink Gatorade. ”It helps him for $8,500 to the Szczepanskis before his
maintain his weight by replacing the four-year-old season. The Szczepanskis
potassium lost in races,” states John gave the horse a lot of time, attention,
Szczepanski, who co-owns Manfred along and individual care, and Manfred has
with his father Walter (Whitey) under repaid them to the tune of $622,245, with
the name Equinox Farms. “ You see many rich paydays still to come,
football players drinking it all the time.
“I honestly believe that if Whitey
Horses are athletes, too, and it has really didn’t buy Manfred, we wouldn’t have
helped Manfred.
heard of him,” states another Hall of
“He really loves the orange flavor,” Famer, Carmine Abbatiello, who has
John notes, then adds, You can imagine
principal driver of the horse, in
the looks we get when we walk into a the last few months. “ Not too many
supermarket and wipe out the supply of people have that kind of patience, getting
orange Gatorade!”
the horse to the ra c e s/’
The Gatorade must work, because There’s no end in sight for the success
Manfred Hanover has kept one of the story of Manfred Hanover, and there’s
most gruelling schedules in racing his- also no end in sight for the Szczepanskis’
tory over the last year and a h alf Not ownership of him> as they have turned
only has the trotter gone to the post 55 down offers as high as $2.5 million for
times in 1985-86, he has also been their $8,500 purchase. As Whitey
breeding mares at the Szczepanskis’ Szczepanski told Carmine Abbatiello,
farm in Clare, Michigan in between “There’s lots of millions in the world,
races. “This year he’ll be bred to 45 but there’s only one Manfred Hanovaf
*v * > ***v**iw/v r # * ***»•• , ^ 'v v v v r r ? * .v .w '!* r .*
r ****
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N O M IN A T IO N S
OPEN

Massachusetts
Standardbred
Agricultural
Fair Stakes

;nr:;v.n:rT7«.^

—

CONDITIONS
Eligibles must be sired by a Massachusetts Standardbred Stallion registered with the Massachusetts
Department of Food and Agriculture.
Registered
Name

Color
Sex

Registration Fee: $10.00
per animal, payable to
Commissioner of Food and
Agriculture.

Sire

Dam

Owner _
Address

Phone _

NOMINATIONS CLOSE May 15, 1 9 8 6
Mail entries to: Massachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02202
Attn: Standardbred Program
Robert Bennett

Date of
Foaling
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Pompano News

by Gardiner Patterson

George Harp holds the four-year-old Shannon Superstar 1:58.3. The High
Ideal horse won nine out of ten starts Iasi season. The New Hampshire
Ralph Simmons, Friendship, holds the two-year-old stake colt Extrem e
horseman plans to race at Scarborough Downs this season.
Speed by Speedy Somolli, while H arry Porter, Skowhegan, of the Richard
Silverman Stable looks on at Pompano.

Charles Day, Lewiston, holds the three-year-old Incredible Finale 1:55.2,
that he owns jointly with George Steinbrenner of the New York Yankees.

Trainer Al Grenier of Augusta, in the Dick Macomber Staple holds t
three-year-old Reble Royce 2:00, at Pompano after a training mile.

___ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ed Kolbrass, groom for the Tom Harm er Stable, gives world champior
Falcon Seelster 1:55, a bath after a workout at Pomoano Park.

POMPANO PARK — Pompano Park
Raceway is gradually winding down its
mid-winter light harness meet that
started last November and will close its
ates on April 5. Pompano has had a
anner year attracting large numbers of
harness fans.
One of the big events of the trotting
and pacing season was the recent return
of world champion Falcon Seelster 1:51,
who won a $12,000 tune-up pace before
returning to the New Jersey track at the
Meadowlands for his 1986 campaign. The
four-year-old by Warm Breeze owned by
Charles Day, Lewiston and the Castleton
Farm coasted to an easy win in 1:55.
According to driver Tom Harmer the
Falcon had not raced up to his true
potential at his last start in a $110,000
classic in New Jersey.
The powerful George Harp Stable
plans to race this season at Scarborough
Downs. Harp and his wife Shirley raced
at Pocono Downs, Penn., last season
plan to bring a number of top seasoned

trotters and pacers to the Maine track.
Along with Bruce Ranger another New
England driver who is a consistant
winner on the Pompano oval is Peter
Blood. Blood has had a great deal of luck
driving for a number of stables who plan
to race this summer at Foxboro. Ineluded in his drives has been the
sensational Williamsburg One 1:55.1, by
Oil Burner. The four-vear-old is owned
by Thomas B. Gonsalves, Chelmsford,
Mass, and is trained by C. Peterhensel!
Another top colt at the Pompano track
is Incredible Finale 1:55.2, a tnree-yearold owned jointly by Charles Day and
George Steinbrenner owner of the New
York Yankees. Incredible Finale by
Shadow Finale holds the Illinois colt
record for pacing two-year-olds,
Al Grenier, Augusta, is training for the
Dick Macomber Stable and Harry
Porter, Skowhegan is training a top
three-year-old trotter in Extreme Speed
by Speedy Somolli for the Richard
Silverstone Stable.

B E WISE — ADVERTISE!
Contact Editor now to reserve advertising space for the months ahead. Avoid last minute preparation!

L _____________________________ .Call: 207-282-9295
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To those of us who love it, the
Standardbred world is more than a
profession—it’s a life. And if it’s
your life, why not live it to the
fullest—in Saratoga.

NOT JUST
A PLACE TO RACE.

SARATOGA. THE BEST
OF EVERYTHING.

TO LIVE.

AWAY

WHY NOT THE BEST?
We would love to talk to you
about relocating to Saratoga—and
how we can help. It doesn’t matter
whether yours is a large or modest
sized stable—the important thing
is that you care as much about the
sport as we do.

Here you’ll find America’s fastest
and most beautiful half-mile harness
track—and the facilities to go with
it. Three different tracks for training

and racing. A modern equine
swimming pool. New barns in a
totally refurbished barn area—
and more.

LIVE WHERE THE
LIVING IS BETTER.
In Saratoga, a horseman can make
a decent living—and life—for his
family. It’s a beautiful area to
live in. Real estate values are
among the best in the country.
Schools are excellent. And racing
is almost year-round—190 race
days in 1986! With total purses
topping $5,000,000.

THE RACING CENTER
OF THE NORTHEAST.
For a horseman, Saratoga Raceway
couldn’t be more convenient. The
farms and breeders are here. And
you’re less than a half-day’s drive
from other New York State tracks
and regional racing facilities.

Let us tell you more. Contact Vic
DeBellis, our Racing Secretary. We
think you’ll like what we have to
say. Please call or write for our 1986
Racing dates and stakes schedule.

Batavia Downs •
Vernon Downs
. Buflalo Raceway
*

* Saratoga Raceway

Monticello Raceway •
Yonkers Raceway •
Roosevelt Raceway •

-few+
•

SARATOGARACEWAY
P.O. Box 356, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866 • (518) 584-2110

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS

1985 Industry Review
Harness racing collected $36 million in total parimutual handle in Maine in 1985;
with $17. million bet at Scarborough Downs, $11. million at Lewiston Raceway
and the remaining $8. million at Bangor, Skowhegan, Presque Isle, Topsham,
Farmington, Union, Windsor, Cumberland and Fryeburg.
What did Scarborough Downs provide for various factions of the industry in 1985?
• This is how the pie was sliced to supply the Maine Harness
Horsemen’s Association with $82,122.89 in income for 1985.
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• This is how the pie was sliced to supply the Maine Fair
Agricultural Stipend Fund with $406,231.98 in 1985.
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• This is how the pie was sliced to supply the
Maine Breeders Stakes with $326,062.66 in 1985.
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• This is how the pie was sliced to indicate the total
percent of racing cards for all Maine tracks in 1985.
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Scarborough Downs 36.6%
(M.H.R.C. STATISTICS 1986)

All others 34.6%'
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Scarborough Downs had the highest percent of increase in parimutual handle and attendance in the nation in 1985.
The track that supplies the major source of income to the harness racing industry in Maine is presently locked-in
with no opportunity for expansion. If we are to continue to grow and prosper, it is imperative
that the Scarborough Downs racing schedule be revised and extended.

